Introduction.
The diffraction caused by the thermal blooming phenomenon associated with the propagation of a CW laser beam in an open medium constitutes one of the important nonlinear propagation phenomena. When a laser beam propagates in an absorbing médium, such as the atmosphere, heating of the medium takes place. This heating results in refractive index gradients across the laser beam. These gradients act as a distributed lens which diffracts the beam and decreases the peak intensity along the propagation path [1] .
The problem of calculating the thermal blooming effect was solved on the basis of geometrical optics and paraxial approximation [2] . Light propagating through an inhomogeneous medium whose refractive index has weak changes with cylindrical symmetry around the propagation path was studied by Majias [3] . The cylindrical TEMoo and TEM 10 laser modes were considered and explicit analytical expressions for the light ray and intensity profiles for short and long time intervals were derived Jones and McMordie [1] reported that the magnitude of the effects of the thermal blooming could be characterized by four dimensionless parameters or numbers : the Fresnel number, an absorption number, a distortion (+) Members of the Optical Society of America.
number, and a slewing number. Sodha et al. [4] deeply investigated the self-distortion of laser beams propagation in dielectrics, plasmas, and semiconductors. Based on the paraxial approximation, they reduced the problem to a nonlinear differential equation in a single characterizing parameter, namely, the « beamwidth parameter ». Wallace et aL [5] evaluated the impact of irradiance tailoring as a method of reducing the influence of the refractive effects caused by the heating of the medium. The process is to create, by irradiance shaping, only correctable phase changes along the propagation path. The practicality of designing lasers of a specific irradiance distribution is, however, largely unanswered Generally, irradiance tailoring may be achieved by special splitters and filters. El-Badawy and El-Halafawy [6, 7] [9] , both the absorption coefficient (fa and the polarizability K appear to be inversely proportional to the square of the laser frequency (J) through the relations : and where P is the pressure in standard atmospheric units. For dry air, Qo = 3 x 10-4 m-1 [10] , Following our previous work [6] , the spatial profile F(r, 0), defined as I(r, 0) = Io F(r, 0), is tailored under the following forms. where A is designed so that the maximum value of F(r, 0) occurring at rm is always equal to unity where rm = R m/(1 + m).
The above distributions have the saine maximum intensity wherever it is.
The dimensionless optical distortion figure of merit, DODFM, introduced by the authors in reference [6] where h is the air-air heat transfer coefficient [12] . Using equation (13) where f (r, z) is the beamwidth parameter. The variations of the increase of the radial temperature, ( T -To), with the normalized radial position, p, at different values of the beam radius, R, and the assumed set of other parameters are displayed in fgure 5 . This figure reveals that, at any radial position, both T and 1 V r T 1 increase with the increase of R which is true on the basis of équation (30). As the beam radius increases, the radial gradient of the refractive index Vrn increases also as it is clear in figure 6 . The average beamwidth parameter fa decreases with the increase of R at any propagation distance as shown in figure 7 . From (24) one can say that V_,f is proportional to the inverse of R2. Thus, along the propagation path, f increases as R decreases. In spite of the increase of f, the beam radius at any propagation distance (z &#x3E; 0) decreases with the decrease of the initial radius (at z = 0). figure 9 .
Based on equation (7) and figure 9 , it is revealed that the interaction process between the optical carrier and the dry atmosphere is weakened as 03C9 increases. Thus, both the temperature T and its radial gradient 1 V r T decrease, at any radial position, with the increase in the laser frequency. Consequently, the radial gradient of the refractive index Vrn decreases as Q) increases as shown in figure 10 .
At any propagation distance, the average beamwidth parameter fa increases with the increase of the laser frequency m as shown in figure 11 . At any fixed set of parameters { Eo, R, To, P }, the DODFM increases with the increase in the laser frequency Q) as depicted in figure 12 .
The variations of the DODFM with different spatial profiles for the TEMoo mode at a fixed assumed set of parameters { R, À, Eo, To, P } are illustrated in figures 13 to 16. For the Gaussian distribution, figure 13 , the DODFM increases with the decrease in the radial gradient of F(p, 0). This is also valid for the quadratic and the biquadratic distributions, respectively, shown in figures 14 and 15 and in figure 16 . The effect of the TEM20 mode is shown in figure 17 .
As m increases the DODFM increases also, i.e. iii) ~rn increases with the increase of Eo and/or R while it decreases with the increase of cv.
iv) The variation in the beam radius, or the diffraction, along the propagation path due to the refractive effects increases with the increase of Eo and/or R and decreases with the increase of 03C9. v) The DODFM can be used as a measure for the diffraction caused by the refractive index variations ; as at any set of parameters, the DODFM is positively correlated with ~rn. 60 vi) The DODFM increases with the decrease of Eo and/or R and increases with the increase of 03C9. vii) The DODFM increases with the decrease of radial gradient of the spatial profile F(p, 0) whatever the TEM mode is. viii) From the optical communication point of view, the optical carrier must possess a) low electric field, b) small radius, c) high frequency, i.e., small power and high frequency, and d) spatial profile F(p, 0) of small radial gradient (V F(p, 0) 0). Two points shall be published elsewhere i) the critical optical power i.e., the smallest optical electric field and/or the smallest beam radius, and ii) the coupling between the optical carrier and the medium along over the propagation path.
